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2Waste not, want not. As part of our 

efforts to practice sustainability, we‘ve 
printed this piece on recycled paper. 

balance

// Whether protecting the environment or providing  
 people with disabilities access, Prudential elevates  
 the game with beautiful new ideas.
     

352 7th Avenue, 7th Floor TEL 908.658.4231  
New York, NY 10001   

1737 East 22nd Street TEL 213.746.0360 URL prulite.com
Los Angeles, CA 90058   FAX 213.741.8590 EMAIL info@prulite.com

Light creates Life.
Create with Prudential.
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// ERgo emits a soft,  
 warm, tranquil light.

> ERgo

CHANGING CODES AND LED CREAtE A SPARk Of INSPIRAtION

Building codes change to improve our lives and keep us safe. And 

when California‘s OSHPD code changed to limit protrusion of corridor 

fixtures to 1.5", Prudential leveraged this mandate for a new level of 

brilliance in sconce luminaires. The ERgo™ wall sconce, in both round 

and square designs, are simple, smart and aesthetic. ERgo emanates 

light in a soft, glowing, soothing way -- demonstrating both beauty in 

form and utility in function.



Hospitals
The use of Prudential’s new sconce in corridors 
creates an economical, safe and hygienic solution 
for the hospital environment. ERgo’s smooth 
surface devoid of indentations, ridges and recesses 
keeps the fixture free of dust and dirt and is much 
easier to clean.

Hotels and Spas
A clean light without distraction, ERgo meets 
building requirements and codes without creating 
an institutional feel. It is simple enough to blend 
into its surroundings and still provide ample 
illumination, illuminating how functional fixtures 
can yet elevate a space. 

Versatile for Many Market Applications
ERgo is so visually pleasing it fits easily into 
restaurant, educational, airline first class lounges 
and corporate environments. It blends in for 
accent lighting, way-finding, corridor illumination 
and in-room lighting and works with a myriad of 
styles. What’s more, longer-lasting LEDs reduce 
maintenance costs and effort.

ERgo in environments

ERGO HELPS yOu fIND tHE WAy

Traditionally, medical facilities lead the way in safety; hotels in  

aesthetics. But wayfinding is a function of lighting intrinsic to both 

environments. While the risk of catching a passing IV cord on a lighting 

fixtures isn’t for all, the risk of head injury is. And beauty is no longer 

only for the spa, hospitals now strive to present an inspiring and  

relaxing environment. The ERgo wall sconce is a sleek, aesthetic  

luminaire with a warm glowing light that further blurs the distinction. 

Safety and aesthetics are no longer mutually exclusive.

Where
Use outside rooms and 
along corridors as an 
unobtrusive way marker.

Why
ERgo is fully Code-compliant 
for hospitals, health care, 
hospitality, spa and corporate 
environments.

What
ERgo’s LED emits an 
ambient glow in every 
direction that is optically 
comfortable.
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FOR DETAILED SPECS, SEE

1.5"
( Maximum Depth for Code-Compliance )

119
( LEDs Mix for Pure, Consistent Color )



> ERgo

CODE-DRIvEN DESIGN by CALIfORNIA’S bESt

Prudential’s best engineers collaborated closely with  
a leading lighting product design company to create  
the innovative ERgo wall sconce. Conceived and 
designed locally and proudly made in the USA.
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Specs:

features: Slim 1.5" projection wall sconce to meet OSHPD 1003.3.3 
California Building Code. Silkscreened concentric ring pattern on  
sand-blasted glass. 

Construction: 20 gauge formed steel housing, 3/16" tempered glass 
(frosted), LED array with 119 chips in a neutral (4000k) or warm (3000k) 
color with 80+ CRI.

finish: White reflector trim edge (TMW). Brushed Stainless binding posts.

Electrical: LED fixtures have instant-start electronic drivers with
less than 20% THD and are dimmable to 10% using 0-10v inputs.
Fixtures are U.L. Damp labeled and I.B.E.W. manufactured.

Mounting: Recessed into walls up to 1-1/4" thick. 

Options: EMH: emergency battery - remote only (LED=1000 lumens);
DM: Lutron 1% dimming driver;

series lamp rows

LED3
3000k

LED4
4000k

shielding

RD Round

SQ Square
 with  
 Rounded  
 Corners 
  

distribution

D1 direct

color/finish

TMW textured matte
 white

circuiting

SC single   
 circuit

voltage

120

277

UNV

options

EMH  

DM 1%

ERgo

mounting

WM Wall mount

prulite.com/ERgo

FOR DETAILED SPECS, SEE

Diameter
11-1/4"
Round

11- 1/4" 
Square

1-7/16"

3-5/8" Recessed Depth

1003.3.3.1
( OSHPD Code )


